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CRATER LAKE NATIONAL PARK

crater lake, OREGON

LIMNOLOGY SYNOPSIS

Crater Lake is located in southern Oregon on the crest of the Cascade
Range, 100 miles east of the Pacific Ocean. It lies in the caldera
which remained when 12,000-foot Mt. Mazama collapsed approximately 6,600
years ^o. The slopes now rise to a height of 8,156 feet above sea level.
Rain and melted snow, averaging 69 inches annually, provide the source
of water. It is estimated that if the historical climate were the same
as today's climate, it would have taken from 600 to 800 years for the lake
to have filled to its present depth of 1,932 feet.

Precise dates have not been determined for the formation of Wizard Island
and the submerged Merriam Cone, but it is apparent that each was formed
above the water. These formations, and others, helped seal the basin.
Fluctuation of water level over the past 75 years ranges from one to
three feet. The maximum variation is recorded at 16 feet. The highest
recorded level was reached in 1958 when the water level rose 61179_ feet
above sea level. The lowest recorded level occurred in 19U2 when the
water dropped to a level of 6,163.2 feet. The relative st^ility of^the
water level is due to a balance of input and output. The input consists
of precipitation and drainage, and the output consists of seepage and
evaporation. Seepage occurs primarily through pyx*oclastic, agglomerate,
and glacial moraine formations.

Speculation and study has led to several points regarding the prehistoric
lake level, namely 1) the mature trees growing near the present water
level furnish proof that Crater Lake could not have been appreciably
higher for the previous 200 years, 2) the absence of raised benches around^
the rim, and 3) the blocky lava flows west of Wizard Island, formed approxi
mately 1,000 years ago as evidenced by trees 700-800 years old, were formed
above water.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Temperature
Surface temperatures vary from 32® to 65® F. with the usual summer tem
peratures ranging from 50® to 58® F. Below 350 feet, the temperature is
approximately 38® F.

Thermal stratification is minimal. From the 15—65 foot depth, there is
often a 1® F. drop per 1.5 feet. These regional and partial theraoclines
may occur at certain times and places. However, they are readily destx*oyed
by wave action and vertical currents.

The lake rarely freezes over, and the most recent freeze, lasting almost
three months, occurred in 1949.
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